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to think of the media as self-help tools to learn English, 

to becorne aware of how to listen ta English spoken naturally, to get at the meaning, 
and 

to familiarize the reader with exercises and tips for improving listening ability. 

' !  

In India, we are lucky to have English all around us, in the print media, and more 
insistently, in the electronic media of radio and television. Yet very few people 
consciously use the media as self-help tools for learning English. Why is this so'? 

? 

When you learn English in a classroom, you are often exposed to this new language 
in its most explicit, formal ibrm. Especially in the case of speaking and listening, 
your experience is probably limited to single words being spoken out precisely and 
slowly many times over (qs in single word dictation), or short sentences carefully 
and slowly pronounced. In the early stages of learning a new language, this is the 
only practical approach. But if you do not move out of this stage of carefully, 
explicitly pronounced language to seek exposure to more everyday varieties of 
English, you will miss out on the wealthjof English available to you on the media: 
radio and television, and audio and video. 



Mediated Communication Speaking English slowly and clearly is not such a bad idea; that is, the classroom 
variety of careful speech, although it may sound a little bookish, can be easily 
understood if you speak it. But in order to listen effectively to news and entertainment 
programmes, you need to start listening to ordinary speech outside the classroom, 
even if at first it sounds too fast for you, and you feel that you can understand 
nothing. Let us see how we can make this transition from the classroom to the real 
world of speech easier for ourselves. I 

THE '%S- OF SPEECH" 

First, you have to become aware that there are "strong" and "weak forms of 
certain words in English. This feature of the language was mentioned in Block 2 
of this course (Speaking in infoml contexts). The word and, for example, is 
often shortened to n. You may remember the example phrase bread 'n butter. 
Here is another real-life example, contributed by a college student. This student 
happened to fill in a demand draft for paying application fees for a postgraduate 
entrance test, with the following spelling: 

A hundreden ten rupees only. 

What is the strange new word 'hundreden?' You've probably guessed it: it's the two 
words 'hundred and!' This was a creative student whose listening skills were good, 
but whose spelling skills were weak! Children in fact do make a lot of such spelling 
mistakes when they first write English, if they already know the spoken language. 

When we speak, a refrigerator becomes a fridge, because becomes 'cos, and 
so on. The word not is regularly shortened to n't as in haven't, won't, can't .... 
Here is a joke which uses the spoken form of a negative word (wouldn't) in a pun. 

We often have to make meaningful guesses about what we hear, because two or 
more different words may sound the same when they are spoken in their weak 
form. The verbs has and is, for example, both sound like '2.' Compare: 

He's here. (= he is here) 

He's got a ticket. (= he has got a ticket) 

In such cases we have to use our knowledge of the language - its grammar, or 
what words are used where - to understand what is meant. 



A second feature of spoken language is that people may run words together in such 
a way that the sounds at the ends and beginnings of words may change a little. For 
example, "I miss you" may sound to you like 'amishu'. "What did you do"? may 
sound to you like ' Wadidjudu'? and "What did he say"? may sound like ' Wadisay'? 
The fact is that there are no spaces between words in speech, as there are when 
words are written down on paper. Yet somehow we all learn words in our own 
languages, long before we learn to read and write! 

Given belob are a number of puns made on the basis of lazily pronounced words. 
The puns are in a verbal game called "Knock knock". This is a child's game which 
is like a set conversation, and the challenge is to come up with a funny line at the 
end. When the words "knock knock are said, a question is asked: Who's there? 
A name is given in answer. 

Then the full name is asked for. The answer turns out to be a pun on a well-known 
saying or phrase. So the answer is like a riddle. 

See if you can make out what this saying or phrase is in the examples below. The 
answer tn each pun or riddle is given at the end 

2. Tbir; b rr thi.Id'e game with o fumy maww in the last Ulw of ench 
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A third problem is that the kinds of words and expkessions used in spoken language 
may be unfamiliar to you. We in India tend to know the big wbrds: ,consider, 
observe, investigate ... But there are ways of saying these- words using two 
smaller words: think about, look at, look into. These expressions are called 
'phrasal verbs', and they consist of a verb plus a preposition or adverb (both often 
just called a particle). 1nstead of expressions like 'the size increased', you may 
hear 'the size got bigger'. In the broadcast media, the word big is often used to 
mean important, as in 'he's a big man', but also as in 'this is big news'. Instead 
of the word received, you may hear the word got; and instead of numerous or 
plenty of, you may hear a lot of, hundreds of thousands of, and so on. 



Yo~i are probably quite familiar with the written lan~uage ,  but feel lost when it  
colnes to speahng and listening. Well. get n tape recorder :und record short stretches 
of about two or three sentences. ancl listen to thesc again ancl again until you can 
niake O L I ~  u,h;~t is being said. Y w  nnay need sorne help if you are not sure of the 
words. Do i ~ o t  be dixcouruged if jrou make mistakes while listening. All beginners 
in languagc (lo so. For example, one child heard the words 'Bakeman's glucose 
plus' in a television acl\;ertisenient as 'Make your slippers glass!' As you can guess. 
this child vVr;ls fcincf o f  the Cinderella story, where the fairy godmother gives Cinderella 
glass slippers. Another child consistently heard thc words 'yo~lr narrator-.' which 
intl-oclucecl I newsmagazine programme. as 'ray-on-the-ratel-'. because she was too 
youilg to know the word 'nun-ator' ! 

As an aclull you have theadvantage that you have a lot of nlorld knowledge, and 
can lnake ;:ood guesses at what i t  is you're hearing. But i t  is important that you 
play thc entire stretch of' speech and over again. instead of playing it word- 
by-worci. li' you go  on listening to it. yo11 will find that it suddenly 'becomes clear' 
after a poir~t. as the words ancl souncis beconlie familiar to you. 

Gillian B1.on.n. :tuttior of the book Teaching thc comprehension of spoken English, 
gives the following examples to show that educated g~lessing at sensible meaning 
i l l  :I context is more important than trying to catch every sound that the speaker 

+ makes. 
I - 

Suppose there i \  an item about power cut4. and you hear that someone 

. . . escaped [therispektid 1 power cuts 

What did the speaker say? Did he say "escaped their respected power cuts". or- 
"escaped their expected power cuts?" Although the first version is perhaps more 
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accurate, it makes very little sense. It is more probable that the speaker meant to 
say "expected", but pronounced it in a somewhat lazy way. 

i 
i 

A second example she g'ives is a phrase 1 I 
. . . government's insensitivity to the [ni:z] of the working people 

Did the speaker say that government was insensitive to the knees of the working 
people? Or did he mean that government was insensitive to the needs of the 
working people? What do you think? 

By now you will have understood that listening is an active process. It is your 
knowledge of the language, of its words and sentences, and your knowledge of the 
world, which allow you to predict what a speaker is probably saying. As your 
knowledse of the spoken language picks up, you will find it easier and easier to 
listen., ' 

,' 

30.3.1 Begin Small, Listening to sort Stretches at a Time 

Begin, then, by listening to (and imitating, if you like): 

a The beginnings md ends of news broadcasts . 

a The .beginnings and ends of sports features and commentaries 

a Weather bulletins 

a Announcements about programmes, general public service announcements 

a Interviews 

a Advertisements 

You may then go on to look for recordings of plays, poems, speeches and so on, 
on the Internet or from a library. After listening to the recording, you may try to 
speak along with it. 

I 

3Q.32 ;dea4ham 

While you're listening, try to guess what the message is. To do this, yuu need 

a Background knowledge: If there i$ an election, it helps to know where and when 
it is going to be held, and you can then identify these features fiom the listening 
text. 

a ' Body language: is the speaker sad, angry, surprised, happy? This yill allow you to 
guess at some of the words used. When a stressed or important content word is 
used, the speaker will often indicate this in some way - with a raised eyebrow, or 
puckered forefiead, or a tilt or nod of the head, and so on. 

w -therstwte# 
Try to locate the pauses between word, groups, and the rises and falls of the voice 
on these groups, as you listen. Prepare to listen by becoming aware of grammatical 
cues about how a sentence is likely to continue. For example, if you hear the words 

On the one hand, 

you should watch out for the matching phrase 



on the other (hand). 

You should know that these phrases are used to introduce two probabilities that are3 
opposite or complementary to one aother! 

Play this gone of 'sentence completion' with iouiself as you listen, and even as 
you read. It will develop your skills of guessing or anticipation. Listening to spoken 
English is largely a matter of using world knowledge, text construction, sentence 
context and grammatical knowledge, rather than knowing particular sounds of English. 
For example, the context will make it clear whether someone beat the dog or bit 
the dog! . a 
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Ct" 
The radio wcth a cassette tape recorder is v e q  old technology today, but it is a 
cheap and portable medium for listening to news broadcasts in English. Its reception 
range allows you to listen to local, national and international varieties of spoken 
English. The loczl spoken English comes from wnouncements made at the local 
stations; natronal broadcasts allow you to access a standard variety of Indian 
English that is acceptable internationally. And international nevlrs from British, 
American, Australian and other stations from around the world broadcasting in 
English allows>you to listen to and understand a variety of accents in this language. 
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